Abstract. Simulations, emulations, and test deployments play a central role in design and development of ad hoc network protocols and software. Among these three methods, emulations have gained considerable popularity. This is partly because emulations address efficiency-accuracy trade-off of simulations by incorporating real hardware or software into the synthetic environment in a controlled manner. Although generally treated as a special case of simulations, emulation experimentation have its own problems and pitfalls. These problems do not typically show up in simulation studies, since they stem from presence of real hardware or software in the experiment. In this paper, the sketch of an emulation integrated development lifecycle is presented for establishing the boundaries of emulation experiments, and the problems specific to emulations are identified and discussed.
Introduction
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are wireless networks in which participating nodes have a high degree of mobility, and where the network lacks infrastructural elements. The characteristics of ad hoc networks are quite different from wired networks, mainly due to mobility of nodes and use of wireless communications. Therefore techniques used for analyzing wired networks appears inadequate for analyzing wireless ones [1] .
Ad hoc network protocols and software have to be thoroughly tested and analyzed, like their wired network counterparts. Simulation experiments have been the main tool for testing network protocols and software. In ad hoc networks research and development, use of simulations is even more needed and used due to the high cost of deploying test systems and collecting data. A simulation experiment is essentially the use of a set of scenarios, a model which is usually composite, and a simulation system in order to create data to be analyzed for gaining insight into the target phenomenon. Simulation experiments can be conducted long before any implementation is available.
Controlled deployments of finished or partly finished implementations, again for the purpose of verification and gaining insight into the behavior of the system, lie at the other end of the spectrum of methods available to the network protocol and software developers. In the case of ad hoc networks, these test deployments are costly, very difficult to manage, and the results obtained hard to replicate.
The gap between simulation experiments and test deployments is covered by yet a third type of experiments, called emulation experiments. An emulation experiment is the use of a set of scenarios, a composite model of the target phenomenon parts of which are either replaced or augmented with finished or partly finished implementations (emulated entities), and an emulation system in order to create data to be analyzed for gaining insight into the target phenomenon. The presence of emulated entities and their interaction with the models simulated in the experiment provides new sources of problems not found in simulation experiments. While the emulation studies for ad hoc networks have recently gained considerable popularity and the literature is full of papers on the subject, very few observe emulation related problems and explicitly discuss them.
In this position paper, we first present the boundaries of emulation experiments through sketching an emulation integrated lifecycle for development of ad hoc networking protocols and software. The discussion is also mostly applicable to networking software in general, except that the special characteristics of ad hoc networks reinforce the need for integrating emulations into the development process. In the third section emulation specific problems are presented, by drawing upon various emulation studies reported in literature. We acknowledge that not all of these problems would appear at all modeling granularities, and that the accuracy wanted and type of analysis to be performed determine how much these problems would be of concern for a specific study. Nevertheless, they should be seen as a checklist when designing emulation systems and conducting emulation experiments, especially using emulation systems for which discussion of such issues is not readily provided. On such systems, negative answers about the effects of these problems for the specific study at hand should be derived, and justified. Undertaking this additional work would hopefully prevent the emulation experimentation sharing the practitioners' impression of unreliability of simulation experiments for wireless networks [2] [3] . The last section contains a discussion and conclusion.
Ad Hoc Network Emulation
The role of emulation studies in the development of ad hoc networking protocols and software is one of bridging the analytical or model level development stage with the actual real-life deployment of the system in a smoother way. Although a very useful tool for conceptual analysis, pure simulation studies might not always provide consistent and relevant prediction or verification about a specific system under development [4] . There are even effects reported in literature that do not show up in simulation experiments, such as the presence of gray zones [5] . Therefore the whole spectrum from pure simulation experiments up to real system test deployments seems necessary for developing robust systems and systematically managing cross-layer concerns. Emulation studies are not a replacement for simulations or controlled test system deployments [6] . The emulation integrated development lifecycle (see Fig. 1 ) may start with the simulation stage when the algorithms are available, but the actual implementations or the target platforms are not. Enrichment of the simulation environment with actual implementations is advised to start as soon as implementations of various components, of possibly limited functionality, become available [7] . The introduction of first implementations into the simulations is the point where the emulation experiments can be said to start. Emulation studies incorporate the whole spectrum from this point up to controlled test deployments of the system.
In simulation experiments, a simulation system is used to create the experiment scenarios, manage the models, run episodes, collect data, and even to conduct analysis. The role played by the simulation system in a simulation experiment is assumed by an emulation system in an emulation experiment. The emulation system should provide facilities to manage all aspects of the synthetic environment and the models for the simulated part of the experiments. In addition, it should also provide additional mechanisms for integrating and managing the emulated entities.
In network emulation, the way emulated entities are integrated into an emulation system affects the architecture of the system. Two main integration methods can be identified: horizontal emulation, and vertical emulation. In horizontal emulation, a model for a specific layer functionality is replaced by the actual implementation for that layer in a simulated protocol stack (see Fig. 2 ). This architecture is more suitable when the emulated entities cannot be duplicated in an efficient way, or there exists a shared resource, like when the emulated entities are running on a scarce target platform in a time-shared manner [8] .
On the other hand, in vertical emulation, the emulated software covers groups of consecutive layers of the protocol stack, and organized in per node basis (see Fig. 3 ). Typically, data-link layer or IP layer and upwards is emulated, whereas the lower layers are realized by a simulation system. This approach leads to an intuitive decomposition, where emulated entities can be executed on multiple computational platforms or multiplexed on one. It seems to be due this intuitiveness that the vertical emulation can be said to be the most typical architecture associated with network emulation experiments.
Distribution of execution is another important property related to the architecture of emulation systems. The distribution of execution concerns the number of available computational platforms (physical hosts), the way these hosts are connected, and how the emulated entities, simulation models, and the emulation system components are distributed to these hosts. There are both monolithic and distributed emulation systems reported in literature. The monolithic emulation systems are designed to conduct the whole emulation experiment on one physical host, generally a usual workstation or desktop computer. In monolithic systems, all simulated models, emulated entities, and the emulation system itself are executed in a time shared manner, and usually share the physical and operating level resources available. The amount of resources available, resource contentions, and resource conflicts present the main obstacle against scalability.
It is also not a rare situation that more than one physical host is employed in the emulation. We will refer to such systems as distributed emulation systems. In distributed emulation systems, actual distribution of the models, emulated entities and the emulation system differ considerably. For example, in a distributed horizontal emulation, the emulated entity or entities might be running on one physical host while the simulation models might be residing on one or more others. On the other hand, an example for a distributed vertical emulation would be having the emulated entities running on more than one physical host, the simulation on a dedicated one, and the emulation system running in a distributed manner. Many other ways of distributing the system is possible both theoretically and in practice.
Problems of Emulation

Problems Inherited from Simulations
Many concerns about ad hoc network simulators and simulation experiments are expressed in the literature. The trade-off between accuracy of models used in ad hoc network simulations and efficiency of simulating them is particularly acute [8] . Since efficiency plays a major role in scalability, the scalability problem is most usually addressed by simplifying the models, thereby decreasing the accuracy considerably (see [9] for an example). Such reduced accuracy is again usually justified by pointing at the requirements to argue that the level of accuracy provided by the model set is sufficient for the needs of the experiment. Although such justifications are abundant, the arguments are rarely backed up by analysis or convincing statistical results. Therefore, the acuteness of the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency in ad hoc network simulations calls for studies to understand the effects of modeling granularity and accuracy on the results in order to be able to conduct scalable yet credible simulation experiments. Development of techniques and a generic framework for such analysis of models still remains an open problem as of the date this paper is written, up to the best of the author's knowledge.
Simulated models are part of emulation experiments. This implies that some or all of data generated in the emulation experiment is causally dependent on the simulated models. Therefore, the emulations inherit the problems of simulations through the models used in the experiments. There already exists a skepticism among the practitioners about the credibility of the simulations of wireless and ad hoc networks [2] [3] . For this reason, experimenters should pay great care and present rigorous analyses in papers reporting emulation studies, in order to avoid the crisis faced by simulations.
Simulation-Emulation Boundary Problems
Running simulations along with emulated entities also create potential for problems stemming from the simulation-emulation boundary. The simulation-emulation boundary can be defined as the total of all data transactions between the simulated models and the emulated entities in an emulation experiment. For example, Ethernet frames in a vertical ad hoc network emulation where the physical layer is simulated are among the data transactions that crosses the emulationsimulation boundary.
One problem related to data transactions is the compatibility of granularity of the models employed at the simulation side and the emulated entities. The modeling at the emulated entities' side is complete, since the emulated entities are taken to be real implementations. The emulated entities might be functionally incomplete, but still the modeling is complete for the implemented functions. Furthermore, it is quite obvious in that case that the data collected should be independent of the incomplete functionality. However, at the simulated side the models are under heavy accuracy-efficiency trade-off considerations in general. This may lead to the simulation side leaving out handling of some data which in a real deployment would be exchanged between two components modeled at different sides of the boundary in the emulation. Such omitted data would have to be filled in as stub values, which results in decreased accuracy transferred over the boundary to the emulated components and indirectly to the results obtained. Attention should be paid to this problem especially in ad hoc network related studies where cross-layer effects are of particular concern. Therefore, the amount of data available at the simulation-emulation boundary should be considered carefully when designing emulation experiments, and the effects of lack of data should be assessed.
Problem of Physical Hosts in Synthetic Environment
In simulations, the models running in the simulation system are designed to trace the states of an entity in a virtual (or synthetic) environment described in a scenario. The virtual environment itself is composed out of models. Therefore the whole system is one that traces the steps of a totally virtual world, in which space and time are not bound by physical world nor its laws. This in effect means that the physical world, in which the state tracing is done, has no effect whatsoever on the behavior of the conceptual entities in the virtual world whose states are traced by models.
However, that is not the case for emulations. The emulated entities are implementations of software or hardware, which generally work dependent on various physical entities. For the case of software, which is our main focus in this paper, the emulated entities are dependent on the computational, storage, and other resources on the physical host, and their behavior is affected considerably by it. Therefore in emulations, the system under test (SUT), which is totally virtualizable in the case of simulations, includes the physical hosts and the resources available on them as non-virtualized parts of the environment. For this reason, without proper management and virtualization of the physical hosts on which the emulated entities are executed, the emulation experiments cannot be said to provide fully synthetic environments in which to test SUT.
The main problem that comes with inclusion of physical hosts in the synthetic environment has already shown itself in the literature as the imposition of real-time constraints over the simulated models in emulation experiments (for examples, see [1] [7] [10] [11] ). This eventually has the effect of debalancing the accuracy-efficiency trade-off of models used in ad hoc network simulations. The remedy is sought in simplifying the models, thereby giving up on accuracy in order to decrease the computational load of the model to make it conform to real-time constraints. The justification for such simplifications is reused from the discussion on scalability of simulations, which was presented in section 3.1.
Again these justifications generally lack analytical or statistical analyses backing them. Very few papers even mention the problem (see [7] and [10] for two that present short discussions). An alternative solution to preventing imposition of real-time constraints on the simulated models is virtualization of the physical hosts themselves. The virtual machine [12] , user mode kernel [13] , and microkernel [11] based approaches can be interpreted as the first hints towards this solution.
Another problem is related to management of the experiment. In simulation experiment episodes (or runs: execution of one scenario), it is easy to provide managemental functionality such as pausing, accounting for lag in one or more of the models, saving state, restoring, etc., due to simulation system's complete control over the virtual environment. As current emulation systems lack complete control on the physical hosts as parts of the episode environment, either they provide no managemental functionality, or the functionality they provide is very limited when compared to simulation systems. This makes the emulation experiment process brittle, and causes stress on the experimenter, since the emulation systems provide little help if anything happens during the experiment that was not accounted for from the outset.
Transparency
The main idea behind conducting emulation studies is to incorporate real implementations into synthetic environments to investigate the behavior of the implemented system. The amount of changes necessary to run the real implementation along with the emulation system is defined as the transparency of the emulation system.
The transparency of an emulation system should preferably be as high as possible, which is the same as saying that changes in the real implementations should be kept to a minimum, preferably none. Meanwhile, an application or a protocol should run on the emulation system as if it were running on its target platform. To accomplish transparency while keeping the results accurate, an emulation system should account for many differences between the target platform and the physical hosts on which the emulated entities are executed. These differences stem from the amount of resources available, resource contention and conflict characteristics, and different implementations of abstractions at different levels, in particular operating system level abstractions (like emulating an implementation that is designed to use an SD card drive on the target platform with the help of a typical PC hard drive on the physical host). Providing high transparency presents a considerable challenge in the design of emulation systems.
Emulation Overhead and Emulated Entity Multiplexing
Emulation experiments are actually performance analysis studies. In performance analysis, data collection causes a well known problem called monitoring overhead problem [14] . The monitoring overhead problem is the result of using hardware and software probes which themselves eventually have effects on the system performance.
In simulation experiments, the monitoring overhead is not considered an issue, since the environment in which the models are simulated is assumed to be fully synthetic, as discussed in section 3.3. Therefore, in a properly designed simulation system, the monitoring probes are outside of the synthetic environment and the conceptual model, therefore cannot cause any unwanted effects in the events happening in the synthetic environment.
However, in emulation systems, the inclusion of emulated entities brings the computational platforms they run on into the experiment environment. This was again pointed out in section 3.3. Therefore the physical hosts, which are both entities in the experiment conceptual model and computational platforms on which the emulation experiment is conducted, become the gateway to monitoring the status and behavior of the emulated entities, in effect bridging monitoring overhead effects into the conceptual model.
Different from the performance analysis experiments, the emulated entities being situated on real physical hosts does not only cause monitoring overhead effects. When observed from the point of view of one emulated entity, the rest of the emulation system, which consists of the other emulated entities, the simulated components, along with the emulation system that acts as the mediator, is also a source of overhead. This kind of overhead is referred to as emulation overhead.
The effects of emulation overhead depend on how many physical hosts are participating in the experiment, and the distribution of execution (see section 2) over these physical hosts. In the case of monolithic systems, the whole emulation system runs on one host and the emulation overhead is one of the main factors preventing the system to scale.
Even for non-monolithic, distributed systems, it is very desirable to keep the number of physical hosts in the experiment much lower than the number of emulated entities, or the nodes in the networks described in the scenarios. This is established by multiplexing the emulated entities on physical hosts, for example by running more than one node of the network on one physical host. Such multiplexing should be done with the effects well accounted for, since usually the emulated entities create resource contentions and sometimes even conflicts. The most immediately noticeable resource contention that limits the scalability happens over the CPU: in [15] , Vahdat et.al. reports decrease in the instructions per communicated byte with increasing number of emulated entities per physical host.
An initial estimation about the extent of the emulation overhead problem can be deduced from results reported in literature on the performance of the emulation systems themselves. In [7] , Herrscher and Rotermel provide data from which it can be observed that their system induces around 8% difference between the specified bandwidth available to nodes in the emulation and their actual throughput, without pushing the system for scalability. Jain discusses in his book on performance analysis [14] that having around 10% effect on an observed variable affects the performance analysis results considerably. Therefore Herrscher and Rotermel's data should be interpreted as showing that further studies are needed for systematic analysis of these effects, assessment of their significance, and development of a methodology and a tool set for researchers conducting emulation experiments in order to actively manage these effects.
Conclusion
Emulation systems fill the gap between the simulations and the deployment of the system in the development of networking software, including the software and protocols for ad hoc networks. A network emulation system's architecture can be classified by the way the emulated entities are integrated with the rest of the system as being horizontal or vertical. The two architectures are driven by different needs, and lead to different designs.
Emulations have been presented as an outgrowth of the simulation studies in the emulation integrated lifecycle, in section 2. In addition, they are generally perceived as no different than simulations. However, emulation studies pose a number of problems not typical for simulations, some of which we have identified from the literature on ad hoc network emulation experiments and discussed in this paper.
Today's network emulation systems do not seem to be built for providing support for self-monitoring, which seems to be needed for avoiding various problems discussed. As a result, we suggest that control and management systems for emulation related effects should be integrated into ad hoc network emulation systems, along with proper monitors. This is especially true considering also that analysts and emulation system designers have quite different views of the system: for one it is only a tool, whereas for the other it is the final product. Therefore, as a tool, emulation systems should provide enough support for guiding the analyst around the inaccuracies that are created by the tool itself, without calling for in-depth knowledge of the tool's implementation.
The main contribution of this paper is the identification of the problems specific to emulation studies, and establishment of their context by discussing the boundaries of emulation experimentation in ad hoc networks research and development. Based on this paper, we suggest and are now undertaking direct experiments on various emulation systems themselves, in order to assess their sensitivity for the problems discussed. Of particular focus for us is one network emulator previously developed in our research group [16] , and we are analyzing its boundaries of usage. We are also considering to investigate various emulation system alternatives, including micro-kernel based [11] and virtual machine [12] approaches.
